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Abstract

In this paper, the interactive action between minimally invasive surgical suture needle and soft tissue was investigated under different insertion
velocities, needle geometries, insertion angles and tissue characteristics to simulate the real surgical suture needle-tissue operation conditions.
Experimental results demonstrated that the process of insertion was divided into two phases: no break phase and break phase. The puncture force
generated at the mutation point where the tissue surface was breached. The puncture force and time for the first puncture significantly decreased
with the increasing insertion velocity. The needle with triangle cross-section tip and larger size showed higher puncture force than that with round
cross-section and smaller one. The penetration force reduced evidently with the advancing insertion angle, and it reached the lowest value when
the angle is 901. Moreover, an empirical single-parameter model of third-degree polynomial could predict the stiffness when a suture needle
inserted into a complex soft tissue and showed a good fit to the experiment data. The results would provide reliable and significant mechanical
database for the design of force feedback system in the surgical suture, either in endoscopic surgery or robotic suturing.
& 2016 Southwest Jiaotong University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Suturing is a ubiquitous element in minimally invasive
surgery (MIS), such as endoscopic or laparoscopic operation,
which is less traumatic to patients and executes better post-
operative recovery. Suturing remains, however, a meticulous,
time-consuming and complex task [1,2]. In addition, for the
complement of an automated suture, the robot should identify
the types of forces that a needle experiences during a typical
suture. Thus, in order to enhance suturing efficiency and clarify
suturing procedure, the specific interaction mechanism between
suture needle and human organ required to be investigated.
After a comprehensive review of abundant literature, it finally
confirmed that studies on the mechanical characteristics between
MIS suture needle and living tissue were rarely to be found.
10.1016/j.bsbt.2016.05.001
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Nevertheless, there are studies in profusion on the needle-tissue
interaction in the fields of biopsies and therapeutic application, it
can be taken as reference for the following research.
Okamura et al. [3] chose bovine liver as the sample material

and held the view that the force applied by the tissue was
composed by three parts: stiffness forces before the break
occurring, frictional forces and cutting forces. And then, he
took a silicone rubber phantom and studied the effects of needle
geometry on the total force, and proved the larger the diameter,
the higher the insertion force required. Podder et al. [4] made a
statistical model to estimate the maximum force that the needle
would undergo in the process of insertion into the perineum and
the prostate. DiMaio and Salcudean [5] measured the force
profile along the needle during penetration into a phantom of
PVC. They identified a force model with a peak at the needle
tip, following a constant shaft force density. Crouch et al. [6]
recommended a velocity-dependent needle shaft force density
model. A force–displacement curve was obtained from the
insertion into a silicone gel phantom of the needle. Mahvash and
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Dupont [7] inserted a 19 G diamond tip needle into a porcine
heart tissue at speeds of a wide range from 1 mm/s to 100 mm/s
and concluded that the force decreased with the increasing speed
at the moment of puncture. Mahvash and Dupont [8] identified
the speeding up of needle insertion will roughly reduce the
stiffness force. Chentanez et al. [9] have modeled the tissue
deformation of the prostate gland with a straight hollow needle.
Misra et al. [10] hold that a vital amount of force is concentrated
at the pinpoint, which means it is significant to model the prick
event the tissue undergoes.

Nevertheless, the most differentiation is the needle used in
the former studies are generally straight and soft, while the aim
of the paper is to analyze the interaction forces experienced
when a rigid curved needle is insertion into living tissue
samples. A systematic examination has been conducted with
numerous variables, including insertion velocities, insertion
angles, tissue materials and needle types.

In this paper, the main detail is organized as follows:
Section 2 is devoted to recommending the materials and
experiment apparatus, Section 3 models the needle-tissue
interaction with a simple polynomial and presented the
experiment result. Section 4 is a conclusion and dedicated to
decipher and discuss the result from the experiment.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Liver trauma is the most common and serious in abdominal
trauma, the timely suturing on the liver is particularly
important. Besides, liver is one of the solid organs with more
relative homogeneous structure than other tissues in abdominal
cavity, furthermore, porcine liver has the analogous bio-
mechanical characteristics and morphological structure with
Fig. 1. Experimental samples, (a) Excised fresh porcine liver sample (130� 60�
8� 20 and O1/2 8� 20, (c) An embedded needle installed in the clamps of the te
human's [11]. Consequently, porcine was chosen as an
experimental sample for this study, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Several excised fresh porcine livers were prepared for the
study. The models separated from pigs were transported to
laboratory within 1 h postmortem, the pigs were 15–22 weeks
old, and they weighed 10075 kg. To avoid dehydration, the
porcine liver samples were cut into 130� 60� 15 mm3

rectangular solid and tested within 4 h after extraction. The
surface topography of the liver sample were observed by an
asana microscope (SZX16, OLYMPUS, JAPAN).
In order to investigate the effect of various tissue character-

istics on the insertion force during the insertion, the fresh
samples of porcine skin, rabbit liver, rabbit small and large
intestine were used, which were provided by animal experi-
mental center. And the sizes of the above samples was about
100� 60� 1 mm3, 40� 30� 15 mm3, 100� 10� 0.5 mm3

and 100� 20� 0.5 mm3, respectively. All the samples were
tested within 4 h after extraction.
All specimens were prepared and tested at a nominal room

temperature of 2072 1C and relative humidity of 6076%.
During all the tests, the physiological saline were sprayed on
the surface of the tissue samples every 20 min to simulate their
surface moisture in the body.
The suture needle samples in this study were MIS suture

needle used for clinic, which contained the following four
common types: Δ1/2 10� 28, O1/2 10� 28, Δ1/2 8� 20 and
O1/2 8� 20, Δ and O refer to the cross-section shape of the
needle tip, which is triangular and circular respectively. 1/2
means the body of needle was crooked in semicircle, 8 and 10
refer to needle's diameter, 20 and 28 is the chord length of the
curved needle, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The needles were
embedded into a rectangular matrix, which is the mixture of
base polymers and base resin (Fig. 1(c)). All rims of the matrix
were burnished smooth, which is benefit to grasp
15 mm3), (b) Four types of suture needles: Δ1/2 10� 28, O1/2 10� 28, Δ1/2
sting machine.
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symmetrically and solidly in the clips of the bio-mechanical
testing machine.

2.2. Experiment apparatus and data collection

The bio-mechanical tests relate to needle insertion were
conducted in a 1-DOF electronic universal material testing
machine (HY0580, Shanghai Hengyi Testing Machine Co.,
Ltd., China), which was commonly used for operating the bio-
mechanical tests of biological tissues, such as tensile, com-
pression, acupuncture, stripping trial et al., as depicted in
Fig. 2. The actuator of the testing machine was equipped with
a 6-DOF force transducer (Transcell Technology Inc., Amer-
ica) and installed at the end of the folder. It can test the total
interaction force originating from the needle insertion into
tissue. The force sensor's resolution is less than 0.01% and its
testing range is larger than 1 mN but less than 50 N, the
displacement accuracy is o0.2% and the maximum move-
ment is up to 800 mm. The actuating device was an
alternating-current servo motor (Panasonic MINAS A4 SER-
IES Corp., Japan). The insertion velocities we can chose in the
present study are from 0.001 mm/min to 500 mm/min. The
testing machine is controlled by a microcomputer and the
sampling rates we set here is 50 Hz. The biological tissues
were placed in a right position just below the fixture which was
used for clamping the suture needle solidly in the piercing
process. The data and curves would be automatically recorded
by the microcomputer control system. Re-productively test
were performed under the same testing parameters. Each test
was operated on different parts of the same porcine liver, and
the spaces between every two insertion points were generally
uniform. They were approximately 2 mm and long enough to
preclude the interference caused by previous insertion and
prevent the needle from following an existing path.

2.3. Analysis of interactions model

In this part, the stiffness force is put forward, which is only
exerted by the needle before a puncture happens. The stiffness
Fig. 2. HY0580 electronic univer
force is resulted by the viscoelasticity of tissue. Several
different linear (relatively for small deflection) [12] and non-
linear (for large deformation) [5,13] models relate to needle
insertion have been investigated. Cubic polynomial is taken to
develop models by the no-linear least squares algorithm, which
can obtain the polynomial coefficient. What draws attention is,
because the tissue is preconditioned in the testing platform, the
model developed from experiment would not exactly coincide
with the data from actual clinical operation.
The stiffness force can be described by the following

relationship in the whole insertion:

Fstiffness ¼
0; ðytipo0 Þ

FðytipÞ; ð0rytipry Þ
0 ; ðytip4 yÞ

8><
>:

ð1Þ

here 0, ytip and y refer to the location when the needle tip
touches the tissue surface, the arriving location of the needle
tip and the max deformation before puncture, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Several polynomial models have been tried, however, third

degree polynomials was found to fit best to the experiment
data.

Fstiffness ¼ dþcyþby2þay3 ð2Þ

here y is the deformation of tissue or the pinpoint position.
The unknown a, b, c and d are constant coefficients of Eq. (2),
and intercept d is assigned the value of zero for the stiffness
force is zero before the needle tip getting in touch with the
outer epidermis of the tissue. An inconsistent system of
equation will generated as Eq. (3) when several experiment
data was introduced into the Eq. (2).
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Fig. 4. A typical curve of experimental interactive forces with deformation at
the insertion speed of 60 mm/min.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the needle insertion.
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Simplified it as the matrix form:

A X ¼ F ð4Þ
here X is the coefficient matrix, which is composed of a, b,

c. A, a non-squares matrix, which is obtained when the selected
data points were substituted into Eq. (2). F is the
stiffness force.

The following matrix equation is normal equation of Eq. (4):

ATAX ¼ ATF ð5Þ

X ¼ ðATAÞ�1ATF ð6Þ
here X is the least squares solution of Eq. (4).

3. Result

In the part, the interactive action between MIS suture needle
and soft tissue was investigated, and the effects of velocity,
besides, needle geometry, insertion angle and tissue character-
istic on the puncture force were tested. All of the results below
were obtained from repeated experiments.

3.1. Interactive action between suture needle and liver tissue

Fig. 4 is a typical force-deformation curve of a needle
piercing into porcine liver at the velocity of 60 mm/min. There
exists a overt mutation point P, we called it puncture point,
which signifies a rupture happening, or in other words, the
needle tip pierced the outer membrane of the liver. During the
process of the needle inserting into soft tissue, the relative
motion between the needle and its surrounding tissue cannot
be ignored [14]. The process in the present study was divided
into two phases: no rupture phase (the relative velocity is zero)
and rupture phase (there exist a relative movement), as shown
in Fig. 5(a) and (b).
(1) No rupture stage
As shown in Fig. 5(a), this stage occurs when the needle

tip begins to touch the tissue or organ boundary, accom-
panied by tissue elastic deformation, and ends when the
tissue boundary was breached. In this phase, the relative
velocity of the needlepoint to the liver tissue was zero. The
force-deformation curve segment in this stage was from
zero to point P in Fig. 4. The stiffness force would reach a
peak value at the time when the break happens, which was
called puncture force in the present study. What is more,
along with the increasing depth of the needle inserting into
the liver tissue, the interaction force presented a non-linear
augment, which was the stiffness force stored in the soft
tissue of the surrounding contact area. Once the force
surpassed a certain critical value, a distinct crack would
appear suddenly in the tissue, that is to say, the needle
would start to puncture the tissue [15,16]. The force–
displacement curve showed a slight fluctuation feature, this
was because the porcine liver tissue emerged a character-
ization of inhomogeneity and super viscoelasticity, and
there were intensive aortic endothelial vessel and mem-
brane lurking in the depth of the tissue (Fig. 5(c)).
Consequently, when the needle tip started to contact
biological tissue gradually, the continuous reaction of the
inhomogeneous tissue on the needlepoint would cause the
fluctuation.

(2) Rupture stage (Fig. 5(b)):
When the outer membrane was ruptured, the break stage

started. During this stage, the needle tip pierced completely
into the soft tissue and the puncture would be acute in the
direction of insertion as the tip penetrating into the tissue
(sudden crack extension). The crack continued until the
strain energy levels show low enough for the crack
extension. The force measured from the interaction was a
resultant force of cutting force and friction force, and the
relative velocity was no longer zero.



Fig. 5. The sketch map of two stages of needle insertion: (a) No rupture stage, (b) Rupture stage, and (c) The fascia and aortic endothelial vessel lurked in the depth
of the liver.

Fig. 6. Comparison between predicted force model and the experimental
stiffness force with Δ1/2 10� 28, Δ1/2 8� 20, O1/2 10� 28 and O1/2 8� 20.
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3.2. Analysis of interactions model

Based on the theory of the least square method, the matrix X
and the parameters a, b and c were determined, as shown in
Table 1. The parameter c should tend to have a relationship
with the initially approximate linear response. Parameter b
seemed to be related to the lean level of the curves, the lean
level was directly proportional to b. The experiment data and
model predicted data with all needle types (Δ1/2 10� 28, O1/2
10� 28, Δ1/2 8� 20 and O1/2 8� 20) are demonstrated in
Fig. 6. All measurements were conducted with the rate 60 mm/
min. These measured points were chosen from force-
deformation curves, which were truncated at the deformation
where rupture starts. With least square algorithm, the RMSE
(root mean squared error) for every needle type was 0.0335,
0.0313, 0.0308 and 0.0284, respectively, this showed a good
fit to the experimental data. According to the experimental
results, the maximum stiffness force (also the puncture force)
and deformation before the first puncture event were counted.
The average maximum stiffness force was about
0.281170.0211 N, 0.255370.022 N, 0.231170.011 N and
0.201270.0522 N for Δ1/2 10� 28, Δ1/2 8� 20, O1/2
10� 28 and O1/2 8� 20, respectively. The average deforma-
tion before puncturing was 5.2070.55 mm, 4.6270.23 mm,
4.0270.40 mm and 3.4270.20 mm for the above needle
types, respectively.

3.3. Insertion velocity

Fig. 7 illustrates the interaction between a curved suture
needle (Δ1/2 10� 28) and liver tissue at different insertion
velocities. The typical variations of total force with
deformation at ten different velocities are shown in Fig. 7(a).
The colorful imaginary straight line vividly expressed the
tangent of the force–displacement curve in the initial position.
An obvious trend showed the slope increased remarkably by a
factor of the increasing insertion velocity, which was from
30 mm/min to 120 mm/min. However, the trend was uncon-
spicuous when the speed was up to 100 mm/min, and the slope
tended to be constant. It also pointed that the stiffness force
strengthened with velocity speeding up. To have a further and
clear understanding of the impact of the insertion speed on the
puncture force, a repetitive testing had been performed, the



Fig. 7. The interaction between a curved suture needle (Δ1/2 10� 28) and
liver tissue, (a) Typical variations of total force with deformation at various
velocities, the colorful imaginary straight line vividly expressed the tangent of
the force–displacement curves in the initial position, (b) A statistic graph about
the rough relationship of insertion speed-puncture force and insertion speed-the
time for the first puncture, repetitions for ten times.

Fig. 8. Comparison of puncture force and crack morphology with fourfold
magnifications for different types of needle. (a) Average puncture force on the
conditions of different needle geometries and insertion velocities, (b) Δ1/2
10� 28, (c) Δ1/2 8� 20, (d) O1/2 10� 28, (e) O1/2 8� 20.

Table 1
The determined values of parameter c, b and a with four needle types.

Needle types

Δ1/2 10� 28 Δ1/2 8� 20 O1/2 10� 28 O1/2 8� 20

Coefficient c ðN=mmÞ 0.0822 0.0349 0.0199 0.0154
b ðN=mm2Þ �0.2151 �0.0909 �0.0221 �0.0211

a ðN=mm3Þ 0.1911 0.0854 0.0081 0.0191
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repetitions for every parameter are ten times. The parameter of
velocity set here was from 10 mm/min to 100 mm/min, and the
rough relationship between puncture force and insertion speed
was shown in Fig. 7(b). It was obvious that puncture force and
the time for the first puncture seemed to be lessened
significantly with the increasing injection velocity, which
was similar to the study [8].
3.4. Needle geometries

Fig. 8(a) illustrates the impact of needle geometries showed
in Fig. 1(a) on the puncture force during the process of
insertion. The insertion velocity was from 10 mm/min to
100 mm/min. From the horizontal comparison, the average



Fig. 9. Mean puncture force under the different insertion angles and
needle types.
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puncture force decreased remarkably with the increasing inject
speeds for the same needle geometry, which further confirmed
the reliability of the conclusion mentioned in Section 3.1.
From the longitudinal comparison, the average puncture force
with the needle tip of triangle cross-section showed larger than
that of round cross-section at the same needle size and speed.
Furthermore, at the same needle cross-section shape and speed,
the puncture force came from the needle size of 10� 28 was
larger than that of 8� 20. The results indicated that the needle
with the triangle cross-section and larger size increased the
puncture force.

The crack morphology of pig liver caused by the needle tip
were found to be affected by the needle geometry. Fig. 8(b)–
(e) shows the typical crack appearance in pig liver inserted by
different needle geometries with fourfold magnifications. The
triangular cross-section tip usually generated an irregular
shaped crack, while the circular one was diametrical, which
was approximately an ellipse. The irregular shape was
attributed mostly to the continuous cutting caused by the
nipping edge of the triangular needle, and the crack propaga-
tion would be bad for tissue repairing. On the contrary, due to
the smooth surface, no obvious crack growth was exposed
after inserting by the circular cross-section tip needle.
3.5. Insertion angle

Fig. 9 shows the influence of insertion angle (451, 601, 751
and 901) on the puncture force for four needle types. The same
insertion velocity is 60 mm/min. For the same needle, the
mean penetration force significantly decreased with the
increasing insertion angle, and the force reaches the lowest
value when the angle was 901 (the needle stabs vertically into
tissue surface).
3.6. Influence of tissue characteristics

In order to determine the effect of tissue characteristics on
the insertion force, the other four types of tissues were tested
with suture needle Δ1/2 10� 28 and the insertion speed was
60 mm/min. Fig. 10(a) and (b) illustrate the typical insertion
forces with time for five different tissues, the curves of porcine
liver and rabbit liver show several times mutation, but only one
for other tissues. It can be owing to the common characteristics
of liver structure: intricate vein and membrane lurked in the
depth of liver. Fig. 10(c) shows the relationship among
puncture force, needle types and tissue types, Table 2 lists
the specific data. Obviously, the puncture force of pig skin
surpassed greatly than that of other tissues, and the puncture
force was almost several-fold than porcine liver. For the organs
of rabbit, the puncture forces of both small and large intestine
were about 10 times as much as the liver. The puncture times
were diverse due to the differences in tissue structure. The time
for porcine skin, porcine liver, rabbit small intestine, rabbit
larger intestine, rabbit liver was 11.2271.44 s, 7.3170.93 s,
16.8172.14 s, 22.0573.12 s, 7.2371.22 s, respectively. By
comparison, the puncture time of both pig liver and rabbit liver
was the shortest, which meant that they were relatively easy to
be punctured.
4. Discussion

According to previous studies, little current data is available
about the influence of insertion velocity on the puncture force.
Frick et al. [17] investigated the influence of velocity on
insertion force with a straight (0.88 mm) suture needle insert-
ing into sheep skin, but no significant effect of velocity on
axial force was found. However, the completely different
results were obtained in the present study. The viscoelastic
response of liver strongly depended on the velocity. The liver
showed more noticeable stiffness characteristic under higher
insertion velocity (Fig. 7), that meant the viscoelastic response
of liver weakened with the increasing velocity, as a result, the
tissue was more easily punctured. That meant the puncture
force and time decreased with the increasing injection velocity.
The needle geometry had important impact on the puncture

force in the insertion process. The results indicated that the
needle with the triangle cross-section and larger diameter
increase the puncture force, which can be attributed to the
triangle one and large diameter process the larger cross section,
and then the larger resistance the needle tip experience. The
result can assist to optimize needle design and provide better
tips for the medical practitioner when they are confused about
what needle types to choose.
Because biological tissue is typically inhomogeneous and

anisotropic, the mechanical properties depend on position and
orientation. Therefore, it is important to consider the location
where the needle is inserted, as well as the direction of needle
insertion. Crouch et al. [6], Howard et al. [18] and Langevin et
al. [19] inserted their needles perpendicular into the tissue
surface. Okuno et al. [20] and Hiemenz et al. [21] investigated
needle insertions from other angles. The results in the present
study showed that the penetration force reduced when the



Fig. 10. The typical insertion forces with time for five different tissues (Δ10� 28 needle, v¼70 mm/min), (a) Porcine skin and liver, (b) Rabbit liver, rabbit small
and large intestine, and (c) Three dimensional histogram of the relationship among puncture force, needle types and tissue types.

Table 2
The specific puncture force with five tissue types and four needle types.

Needle types

O1/2 8� 20 O1/2 10� 28 Δ1/2 8� 20 Δ1/2 10� 28

Rabbit liver 0.028 0.030 0.029 0.033
Rabbit large
intestine

0.251 0.255 0.272 0.282

Rabbit small
intestine

0.201 0.221 0.203 0.238

Pig liver 0.222 0.215 0.223 0.310
Pig skin 1.715 1.802 1.753 1.950
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insertion angles changed from 451 to 901, as the resistance was
larger with the increasing of angle. The insertion angle is
defined by the intersection angle between tangent of the needle
curve and the tissue surface. The control of insertion angle is
implemented by prior calibration. When a surgeon drives a
needle through tissue during suturing, the research of insertion
angle can be a good reference for him or her, which can
enhance the efficiency of suture in MIS and offer the learner a
formal suture training skill.
Fig. 10(c) illustrates porcine skin shows larger puncture

force than other tissues with the same needle, it was decided by
the hardness and thickness of the porcine skin. The brittleness
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was obviously higher than others, as a result, the rabbit liver,
showed smaller puncture force, the pig liver, rabbit large and
small intestine have a similar stiffness characteristic. The
elastic modulus may be a significant reference to explain the
huge difference in the mechanical properties of the above
samples, here we just summarize the puncture force trend,
consequently, the elastic modulus will be the further work.

In this paper, all the influence factors were considered
independently, multivariate analysis should be premeditated to
find more indications. Moreover, due to a stupendous disparity
between the experimental condition and the real clinic opera-
tion, characterizing the suture action in vivo clearly is in
troubled water, whether the measurement ex vivo can be a
substitute for in vivo measurement or not. Consequently, the
question needs a further examination in the future work. What
is more, we do not clearly know if the trends we found above
were analogous to all various soft tissues, or there exists a huge
quantitative disparity among them. While these verdicts are
just from limited times of tests, plenty of experiments need to
be conducted, and a reliable theoretical model should be
established to verify its veracity.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the interactive action between MIS suture
needle and soft tissue was investigated to simulate the real
surgical suture needle-tissue operation conditions. The pur-
poses were to reveal the mechanism of interactive action
during the process of the needle inserting into soft tissue, and
to study the effects of different insertion velocities, needle
geometries, insertion angles and tissue characteristics on the
puncture force. These factors affecting the puncture force can
be considered to model suture needle-tissue interaction.
Experimental results demonstrated that the process of insertion
was divided into two phases: no rupture phase and rupture
phase. No rupture stage is a deformation event that starts at
0 mm and continues until a deformation at which the needle
stiffness force reaches its maximum, and the stiffness force is
the only force. Rupture stage is relatively a complicated
process along with crack propagates in the body in response
to the needle displacement, the main force are friction force
and cutting force. The puncture force generated at the mutation
point where the tissue boundary was breached. The puncture
force and time for the first puncture significantly decreased
with the rising injection velocity. The needle geometry had
important influence on the puncture force. The needle with
triangle cross-section tip and larger size showed higher
puncture force than that of round cross-section and smaller
one. The penetration force reduced evidently with the increas-
ing insertion angle, and it reached the lowest value when the
needle was perpendicular to the tissue surface. Due to the
differences among tissue structures and the mechanical proper-
ties, the puncture force and time were diverse for the different
tissues. Moreover, the non- linear least squares algorithm was
used to develop an empirical single-parameter model of third-
degree polynomial which could predict the stiffness force
when a suture needle inserted into a complex liver tissue.
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